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Fifth Marking Period Ends
The honor roll is growing!
Forty-seven students were on the
honor roll for the fifth marking
period, ending Friday, April 14.
This comprises nearly fourteen
percent of the entire student body.
It is by far the best showing for
the present academic year.
The honor ro11 included 10 sen·iors, 5 juniors, l6 sophomores, and
16 frehsmen. Seven students (l
junior, 1 sophompre, and 5 freshmen) achieved first honors. Although only five juniors made the
. peno
- d , t we1ve oth h onor ro 11 tins
ers failed to qualify in only one
subject.

A steady increase can be seen
in the number of students who
have obtained honors during the
present school year. In the first
period they numbered only 35.
This became 40 last period and
has now reached 47. Let's try to
break 50 for the last period.
Unfortunately, there were also
quite a few students who failed
one or more subjects this period.
The next period presents the last
chance for these :itudents to raise
h .
. d
t eir gra es.
P.S. 159 stu<lents, less t~an half
of ,,the
. student body, .received
. d an
"A m deportment this peno .
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JUNIORS-SENIORS .HOLD GALA PROM
AT CITY'S ITALIAN-AMERICAN CLUB

I

See MARKS, page 3

REPRESENTATIVE REPORTS TO STUDENT BODY
On Friday, April 14, 1961, at
9 :05 a.m. I stepped off the train
at South Station, Boston, Massachusetts. From this huge building
teeming with confectionaries .a nd
jostling bodies, I set out for the
State House off upper Tremont
Street. Upon arriving there, my
eyes were kept constantly flashing so that I might not miss anything of importance. A page directed me to the balcony of the

Many Attend
Parents' - Day.......
~ -

A bre::.t number of parents; accompanied by their sons, undaunted by fog, rain, and occasional
snow, gathered in the APS hallways on Sunday, March 19, for
the biennial Parents' Day. The day
was a dreary one outdoors, but
nevertheles1:1. a very active one indoors.
The parents arrived between
1:15 and 1:45 and assembled in
the gym. There, from 1:45 to 3:00,
Reverend Miles L. Fay, S.J., Dean
of Admissions .a t Holy Gross, gave
an informative lecture concerning
college entrance requirements.
Interviews with the teachers
were held from 3 :00 to 5 :30. Many
people, waiting for their turns,
filled the halls. Peter Shaughnessy
took advantage of the times and
opened a branch of his store in
Study I; he made over one hundred dollars. The jackets and
shirts sold like hotcakes.

House of Representatives, from
which I took on the Acting Governor's address and the reading of
acts to be considered that day.
From the balcony I proceeded to
the caucus room of the Committee on Constitutional Law. The
group assembled there had already
begun a debate on the Graduated
Income Tax ( one which resembles
the Federal Tax).
The majority of those present
were opposed to this tax and made
this extremely clear. No one present dared uphold the bill for fear
of the Committee which so heavily opposed it. At this point I decided to get things going.
Being·. recognized by the Chfli, man, Mr. Samuel D. Perry, I began an elaborate defense of the
proposal - from a moral point of
view. I rambled on until it became obvious that my speech was
On the cool but beautiful Fria pre-meditated filibuster.
Miss Judy Curran of Ascension day night of April 7, the class of
See REPORT, page 5 1961' presented its Junior-Senior
Prom at the Italian-American
Club on Lake Avenue in W orcesAt 5:30 the nuns served a bufter.
fet lunch for all present in the
student dining hall.
After spending hours polishing
Later in the evening at 7:30, and cleaning their cars and themparents and students alike crowd- selves, the handsomely tuxedoed
ed into the gym to see a joint boys arrived with their beautiful
concert of the Assumption Prep dates at the romantic !TAM Club,
and Notre Dame Glee Clubs. which overlooks the shimmering
Father Noel Collette directed the waters of Lake Quinsigamond.
combined group and the boys and
Sister Mary Patrice directed the
Waiting at the door for the
girls. The most popular song young ladies and gentlemen were
seemed to be "Oklahoma." After two surprises. One of them was
the concert at 10:00, all the par- "Shrewsbury" St. Pferre and his
ents left for home.
helpful group of sophs, and the

TWO EDITORS NAMED
TO HEAD HERITAGE
The co-editors of the Heritage
for the next year are Michael
Manning and Roger Misiewicz.
Michael Manning, on the right,
is a sophomore clay student who
is in a majority of "A" classes.
He is frequently on the honor roll,
and his favorite subject is geometry. He played intramural sports
and participated in the chess
tournament, where he enjoyed a
measure of success. He has many
outside interests, the most prominent being a facility for electronics.
On the left is Roger Misiewicz,
who is, like Mike, a sophomore
day student and is in a majority
of "A" classes. He is sometimes
on the honor roll too, and his
favorite subjects are English and
history. In his freshman year he
played football for the Monks
but this year he is on the tennis
team. He is a contestant in the

other surprise was teddy-bear favors for the young ladies. The
teddy-bears went over big (one
girl latched on to "Shrewsbury"
by mistake), and the girls looked
quite pleased.

a guitar, a sax, a bass, and a
piano.

Most of the couples had arrived
by the time 8:30 had rolled
around, but a few stragglers arrived as late as 10:00, because of
The cou\>les stepped into the a mix-up between the Italianbeautifully panelled ballroom hav- American Clubs in Webster and
ing come from as near as W or- Worcester.
cester and as far as Madewaska,
Maine.
Tony Agbay and his boys kept
the tempo of most of the dances
The Club began to fill with
fairly slow until they took a 'break
beaming couples around 8:15, and
at ten o'clock; but aft~r the orthey were immediately greeted by
chestra returned from their drinks
the enchanting music of Tony Agof water, the cha-cha's and even
bay and his orchestra, which consisted of five men, playing drums,
See PROM, page 4

·'ARTS' PERFORMS Heritage Interviews
AT .STONEHAM Father La Farge S.J.
According to the associate editor
of the Catholic weekly magAND BOSTO'N
azine, America, the Peace Corps
The Assumption Reading and
Theatre Society presented Eugene
O'Neill's In The Zone as Assumption's entry in the state finals of
the New England Drama Festival
in Boston on Sunday, April 8, at
4:00 p.m.

ping-pong tournament and was
runner-up in the chess tournament.
He also has many outside interests and is a voracious reader.
When the two new editors were
asked for a comment, they replied,

"We would like to get out a few
more issues next year than we
did this year and improve the
quality of the articles. Although
we have others, these are our
main objectives."

shows promise of being a powerful
force on the world scene.
Rev. John LaFarge, S.J., expressed these sentiments last
April 16 at the Father John Power
Center while addressing the members of the Worcester Diocesan
Federation of Newman Clubs. He
The cast consisted of the follow- said that the Peace Corps plan
ing APS'ers: (listed in descending will be much better than merely
order of importance) .
shipping off merchandise and money to the countries concerned, but
Douglas Sutherland, '61
he also cautioned that this would
Patrick Dolan, '62
not be an easy undertaking. This
Rory Killilea, '64
will be a tough job on the bodies,
Richard Ferland, '63
nerves, and moral fibers of every
Gregoire Chabot, '62
individual. Therefore, each Peace
Thomas Ezzy, '61
Corps member must be prepared
George McHale, '63
for the assignment, and join the
Rene Bonneau, '61
organization with a spirit of selfDavid LaRose, '62
sacrifice and humility.
See A,R.T.S., page 3

See LaFARGE, page 4
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NEW FRONTIERS
Recently, the Catholic Youth Council, under
the inspiration of Father John Martin, came up
with the idea for a "press club" consisting of
members from newspapers from all the Catholic
High Schools in Worcester. A meeting was held
on April 10, and members of the newspaper
staffs from Assumption, Holy Name, Notre
Dame, St. John's, St. Mary's, St. Peter's, and
St. Stephen's were present, Ascension being the
only school not in attendance.
The main purpose for calling the meeting
was to see if the schools would want to act together to arrange "press conferences" with some
of the distinguished people who come to W orcester to speak. It was felt that this could be accomplished if all the schools acted as a whole.
This idea was very well received by all those
present.
This idea was enlarged upon in a group
discussion that followed. One point that was
brought up was the use of press cards by the
people covering these affairs. It is hoped that
these cards will carry some weight in the Diocese and enable the reporter to go to many of
the ~vents which might otherwise not have been
covered.
This idea of a "press club" should be a welcome bit of news to you, the reader. The reason
for this is twofold. In the first place, it will add
some variety to the fare of news, as we will now
be able to have a much larger area of coverage.
In the second place, w,e will have the chance to
receive some scholarly criticism on the make-up
of the newspaper, and the quality of the Heritage
will improve because of this.
Although much of this is still in the planning
stage, some concrete steps have been taken, as
you will notice from one article on Father DeFarge. Therefore, a step in the right direction
has been taken, and that is all that can be asked
and expected at this stage.

A WORD ABOUT SERVICE
The word service is often heard during a
lifetime. We read about a soldier, a doctor, or a
statesman who dedicated his life to service. We
say, "What a great guy he was."
We read Dr.· Tom Dooley's book Deliver Us
From Evil and say "What a great guy he was!"
That's usually the end of it. Perhaps we may
read his second and third books, and again we
utter the same refrain : "What a great guy he
was!"
We look up to all sorts of people - baske~ball players, musicians, presidents. However, this
is the land based on the principle that all men
are created equal. If so, instead of looking up to
others all the time, why don't we start looking
across and seeing each other working for humanity? We have the means to do so.
Why don't we start looking down to see the
various ways in which we can bring up those
who haven't got it so good? Sure, it s easy to say
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STATE OF THE SCHO·OL
By the Dean of Students

A NEW SYSTEM FOR DINING HALL
Recently Father Phillip altered the method
in the dining hall. Many reasons prompted this
change, but the foremost one was the fact that
he felt the time spent there was merely one hectic rush instead of a break and the time for rest
as it was supposed to be. As you can see by the
cartoon, this new method intends to stop the
usual rush and thereby make dinner more relaxing. The waiters now serve only one course at a
time, and seconds are only gotten after all firsts
have been gotten from the kitchen.
The principle is sound, and the desired results
are being attained. Some of the boys are grumbling that they fear they are slowly starving,
but this is an exaggeration. True, miracles are
not being achieved, but they were never promised. I think that the dining hall system has been
improved, and this is something that we should
all be thankful for.

In looking back at the year's activities program, I have noticed a pattern that seems to repeat itself periodically - that at the opening of
the school year some clubs and intramural teams
experience considerable difficulty in getting their
feet off the ground and that the interest, initiative and momentum come only months later. It
would seem that for an activity to function well
and especially to survive the school year, an efficient and energetic start be a prime requisite.
As you read this column, your CYC officers,
workshop Director, Memini editor, and possibly
other club members will have been elected. One
possible suggestion would be to have the newly
elected officers begin laying the foundation for
next year's activities right now. Isn't it possible
that much frustration and confusion could be
avoided if the class of '62 began soliciting yearbook patrons during the summer? Likewise, the
editors of this paper could begin planning the
rough framework for next year's issues. The
first issue could possibly be anticipated during
the summer and the work distributed immediately at the opening of the school year. The CYC
president, officers and committee chairmen could
start thinking about their future duties and begin compiling ideas, suggestions and possible
projects during the summer months. The above
suggestions may be applied to all club members
as well. It might be worth a try!

ON ACTIVITIES
An interesting point came up in Greek class
the other day. We were discussing various aspects of the study of classical languages, and
Mr. Palaima remarked that it was odd that no
Latin or Greek club had ever been formed here
at Assumption.
Having clubs such as these would be quite
beneficial°; but the fact is that if they were
formed, who would be the members? We can't
even support all the clubs and activities which
exist at the present time ; how can we possibly
support another? The same case is the Junior
Statesmen of America organization which Mr.
Mondor is trying to start. Where will the members come from?
Don't get me wrong. I'm not blaming the
teachers for trying to introduce these things. I'm
juJt trying to point out that something is drastically wrong with either the activity system or
the student body. It is well known around the
school that many clubs and activities are doing,
if they are lucky, only half-way jobs. It is my
opinion that there are only two possible solutions
for the malfunctioning activity system; (1) Get
students to participate in a much more active
and thorough way, or (2), Cut down the number of activities so that the few left in existence
will be able to operate successfully.
It seems as though the first solution has been
tried many times, and it has failed just as many
times. The only alternative seems to be to cut
down on the number of clubs and activities. But
then two more problems arise. Who does the
hatchet job and who gets chopped? Any suggestions? Any other solutions? The floor is open for
debate. After all, it's your school.

that someone else doesn't concern you, but that
is not the right attitude.
If we are all equal, then why is. it that some
of us need to be helped? Why, if they are the
same as we are, haven't they seized their own
opportunities for self-service? That's easy for us
to say, but what about the person in South America who has only a dart gun, a grass hut, a wife,
and thirteen children? How is he going to help
himself or others? What is there for him to
grasp on to?
It's our duty to put something there so he
can help himself. Why? Well, since this is a
Catholic school, there must be no hesitation in
bringing out the doctrine of the "Mystical
Body." I'm good; it's not my fault what happens
to the other guy. But perhaps it is.
Okay! Okay! I'll help. What's there to do?
How can I do it? One answer is the Service
Corps. Let's help those who haven't got it so
good.
Oh yes, it's another mercy mission, but it's a
necessary one. Why? Because mankind was made
to be happy. If one man is unhappy, so is all
mankind. In practice it is not, but only because
it doesn't want to look at the problem in this
light. So, with that comes the end:
"Is everybody happy?"
with a happy outlook, for soon summer will be
here
with all its advantages.
If not, let's serve!
Don't go away mad - let by-gones be bygones. True, there have been gripes that the
A FEW PARTING WORDS TO ALL
faculty doesn't cater to the students as much as
The waning school year is now swiftly drawthey would like; but nothing can be done until
ing to a close, and on reflection all does not seem
you, the student, realize that you have only youras bad as it once did, does it?. There are only a
self to blame for the problems created.
few more days left of school, so let's really work
for a last big push. After all, the last marking
Therefore, make the best of the few remainperiod has just been closed and all that is left on ing school days and we of the Heritage hope you
the adjenda are the final exams. Go into them have a pleasant summer.
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day, April 30, at A.R.T.S.'s conh'ibution to the evening, which, by
The play, ably directed by Mr. the way, was also 01·ganized by
Edward C. Powers, climaxed al- A.R.T.S.
most two months of steady rehearsals.
The road to Boston began March MARKS (continued)
25, at the state semi-finals in
The students who have placed
Stoneham, at which time Doug, themselves on the honor roll for
Pat, and Rory all received awards the fifth marking period are as
for their excellent character por- follows:
trayals and Assumption's play and
FIRST HONORS
players were chosen along with
· Boulanger, Donald R., '62
that of St. Mary's of Waltham,
Marchant, Paul W., '63
Four Hundred Knights, to compete
Cravedi, Paul A., '64
against twelve other schools at
Daw,
Paul C .. '64
the Boston finals.
Formato, Richard A., '64
The boys were not victorious in
Gareau, Charles B., '64
Boston, but they were consoled by
Kundig, Mark E.. '64
the fact that they had done so well
for only their second year in stat!i SECOND HONORS
Carey, Thomas G., '61
competition.
Connors, Paul J., '61
In The Zone was seen here at
Gendron, Paul E., '61
the Prep on Activity Night, Sun-

A.R.T.S. (continued)

Field Day Planned
The annual Field Day of Assumption Prep will be held in May
on the campus. The exact date on
which the occurrence will take
place remains uncertain. It was
originally scheduled for Wednesday, May 17th; but Mister Bibaud
has hinted that it may be suddenly proclaimed on a fair day early
in May. Day students would be
fostructed to keep old clothes in
their lockers.
The program will consist of the
usual rigorous schedule: prayer in
the grotto at 8 o'clock; flag raising in Crescent Park at 8:05; and
interclass and student faculty
baseball, tennis, and horseshoe
games at Rodier field in the courts
and pits. Over 50 events including a pie-eating contest and track
competition until 5 :30; at 6 o'clock
dinner will be served, awards given, and a movie shown.
With such a varied list of
events, everyone should find himself at home competing somewhere,
and the student reaction should be
better than even the great response of past years.

GROUPS REPORT ON ACTIVITIES

C.Y.C. Brief Report
The prominent achievements that
the C.Y.C. has accomplished during the year are cited as follows:
the Freshmen were set under way
with an outdoor cookout; Juniors
and seniors enjoyed the dance, A
Night in Wonderland; the student
body found entertainment in the
Halloween Party and the Christmas Party; all four classes took
part in the football, basketball,
and volleyball intramurals; some
A.P.S. students joined the chess,
shuffleboard, ping-pong, basketball
and pool tournaments; the boys
will enjoy the Activity Night coming up for April 30; and some fellows have written articles for the
Heritage contest.
Graciano, Joseph M., '61
Other less salient achievements
Laroche, Roland .A.., '61
have been accomplished, for inMonahan, James F., '61
stance: privileges asked for by
Mondor, Louis A., '61
various classes have sometimes
Nordberg, Kevin M., '61
been granted; a revisal of the conPaulhus, John J., '61
stitution's eligibility rules have
St. Germain, Anthony A., '61 been looked into; a day off has
Graciano, Leo P., '62
been granted by the Bishop; and
Moynihan, Kenneth J., '62
the Junior Statesman of America
St. Georges, George W., '62 Club will be formed tentatively
Sullivan, Edward C., '62
next fall.
Avis, Walter, '63
The C.Y.C. wishes to thank the
Ferland, Richard A., '63
student body for its cooperation,
Janelle, Jean G., '63
which has made the organization a
Laskowski, Edward J., '63
standing block for the student's
Laurie, Dennis R., '63
needs.
Le Blanc, Philip W., '63
The Learned Blacksmiths
Majercik, Donald A., '63
Faced with a "to be or not to
Manning, Michael P., '63
be" dilemma at the commencement
Martowski, Patrick H., '63
of this, a potentially successful
McHale, George M.. '63
year, the Learned Blacksmiths
Misiewicz, Roger J., '63
took up their cross and, with one
Popoli, Stephen J., '63
foot prematurely fastened to their
Savoie, Dennis A., '63
burden, stumbled on here at the
Tivnan, Edward F. X., '63
Prep. Being members of the CenTurgeon, Paul A., '63
tral Massachusetts Speech League,
Chamberland,
they debated monthly. A substanNorman E.. '64
tial freshman enrollment enabled
C1'nnent, Paul F., '64
the forrno:tion of ·o. top-notch noy-

Cragan, Steven E.. '64
Gaumond, Roger P., '64
Horton, Robert D., '64
Lanciault, Michael F., '64
Le Maitre, Paul N., '64

L'Heureux, Andre J., '64Lorion, Raymond P., '64
Ryan, Edmond J., '64
Woods, John F., '64

KNOW YOUR STUD.ENT COUNCIL
ing in this Prep student.
Among other accomplishments,
Leon also plays the accordion well.
Regarding athletic activities,
Leon has participated in cross
country and intramurals.
When Leon graduates from the
Prep, he plans to enter Fordham
University and then do
work in law.
At any rate, there is no doubt
that Leon will succeed in whatever he attempts. Serious students
always win in the end.

LEON A. FRIGON, '61, Secretary of the CYC, is now serving
his first year as a member of the
Student Council.
During his years at the Prep,
Leon has been a very active student. He has participated in both
educational extracurricular activities and athletics.
In his Sophomore year, he won
the best acting award for his portrayal of the husband in The Man
with the Bowler Hat. This is an
achievement of which he is proud.
Leon has participated in the
Dramatics and Debating Clubs,
and has also worked for the Heritage. Now in his senior year, he
is a member of the Memini staff.
In the past, Leon has been head
waiter in the students' dining hall.
This position reveals that the
qualities of a leader are not lack-

KENNETH J. MOYNIHAN, '62,
has been elected to the Student
Council for a second term. After
having fulfilled his position as
Historian successfully in his Sophomore year, Ken has again been
elected to the Council and now
holds the post of Second Vice
President.
In his three years at the Prep
Ken has participated in many
extracurricular activities. Perhaps
the achievement of which he is
most proud is winning French
Declamation two out of three
times.
Ken is also the office boy for
Fr. Edgar and Fr. Maurice (he
likes to start at the bottom and
work his way up). He has also
been a waiter.
For two years Ken has participated in French Dramatics. He
appeared in last year's production
of A thalie and also in this year's
French play, L'Announce Faite a
Marie. He has also belonged ~
the French and Glee Clubs.

In his freshman and sophomore
years Ken ;was elected class president, a fact which proves his abilities as well as his popularity. He
was also sacristan in the Students' Chapel during his freshman
year.
Another of Ken's achievements
which is probably unknown to
many is his mastery of the piano.
Between all these other activities Ken has also found time to
play sports. Since he came to the
Prep he has played football, basketball, -softball, and volleyball.
At this time Ken is ~ndecided
as to the college he will attend
when he graduates, but I am sure
that no matter which college he
chooses he will be immediately accepted; for no college refuses intelligent students, and Ken surely
is!

ice team. A frayed intermediate
group debated frequently, and the
varsity team saw the least action.
All tournament offers were declined because of the alreadymentioned handicap - the inability to cut classes. Just the same,
the club on all three levels intends
to take the trophy tourney in May
sponsored by the league.
Mu Alpha Theta
The Mu Alpha Theta Mathematics Club of the Prep is currently
making plans and arrangements
for their second annual math fair,
to be held in the Prep's gymnasium
on Sunday, May 21st. This will be
the club's second fair. Last year's
fair was the first of its kind to be
conducted in Massachusetts, and
possibly throughout the U. S. The
exhibits are restricted to the field
of mathematics, and this year's
thirty contestants from the state's
many secondary schools should
provide us with just as interesting
a fair as did last year's. The fair
is organized and directed by the
Math Club, under the supervision
of this year's mode1·ators, Fr. Ildefons Van der Linden and Mr. Bernard H. Tremblay. It is sponsored
by Crompton and Knowles with
the purpose of arousing interest
in mathematics among students
and encouraging the good students
to investigate into new vistas. The
contestants will compete for cash
awards and also a special trophy,
the "Valmore X. Gaucher Award."
Their exhibitions will be judged by
men chosen by Rev. Raymond
Swords, S.J., of Holy Cross College. Much thanks is due to Crompton and Knowles, who, by their
sponsorship, make t)lis years fair,
as last year's, possible. This industry has shown very much concern
with the advances being made in
mathematics and their interest is
evident with the encouragement
they are giving students to pursue
further knowledge in that field.
Paris par lei
The A.P.S. French Club, known
this year for the first time as
"Paris par lei," is planning a skit
for Activity Night, April 30.
Paul Gendron, '61, as M. Jourdain, and Gregory Chabot, '62, as
le "Maitre de Philosophie" will
stage a scene from Moliere's "Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme." Paris par
lei, whose faculty moderator is Fr.
Yvon Dubois, A.A., has met this
year on Tuesday afternoons at
Bailly Hall.

future priests date?
The Saint John's Guild was responsible for the organization of
the "Turkey Days" before the
Christmas vacation. The money
collected at this time helped five
Worcester families enjoy a special
Christmas meal.
The Saint John's Guild meets on
Thursday afternoon at 5 :30 in a
third floor classroom.
Memini
The M emini, the yearbook of the
Senior Class, should be available
to Seniors by the time of the Senior Banquet, Marc Richard, '61,
the editor-in-chief of the Memini,
announced. ·
Most of the work on the yearbook has been completed. This includes the messages from the Bishop and from the Headmasters, the
Dedication, the Class Will and History have been completed along
with the Underclassmen and Extra-curricular activities sections.
Left to be completed are the spring
sports sections, the Superlative
pictures, Field Day, and the yearbook Theme.
The editor-in-chief stated that
the Memini did not sl}ffer from
any membership shortage this
year.
Model Club
The Assumption Prep Model
Club has had about 10 active members this year. They engaged in
building models from kits and
from "blank" pieces of wood. The
Model Club has three rooms at
Bailly Hall open every day for
'the members who want to work
on their models.
Spanish Workshop
The main aim of the Spanish
Workshop is to learn Spanish and
to understand· Spanish. Also, to
acquaint ourselves with the SpanSee ACTIVITIES, page 5

JSook l\tbitb.1

The White Nile, by Alan. Moorehead, gives a potent picture of
the explorations and the adventures of men while securing the
upper regions of the Nile River.
This book delves not only into the
secret and mysterious sources of
the Nile, however, but also explores the recesses of men's minds
for those hardy adventurers
had many conflicting emotions pride, jealousy, and the like. It
took men of great courage to go
Saint John's Guild
to a place so forebidding as this,
The Saint John's Guild is an or- and so their spirits were indomitganization for boys who are con- able, as also were often their
.,,..
sidering the priesthood as a voca- egoes.
tion for themselves. The Guild
The period covered is between
promotes discussions among these 1856 and 1900. The people he desboys on ideas of interest to future cribes range the full length of
priests. The following are some of familiarity- from Livingston and
the topics discussed this year: Stanley, whom everyone has heard
What is a vocation? Can one know about, to the more obscure but
with certainty if he has a vocation nevertheless fa'scinating men such
to the priesthood? Is a priest a as Burton, Speke, Grant, Baker,
double for Christ - one who must and Gordon. "The history of the
act in the same way and achieve European pioneers on the White
the same results as Christ? Should Nile is very largely a theme of
conflicting pe~onalities," writes
Mr. Moorehead, and he vividly
demonstrates his point.
These men were as extraordinary as the country into which they
During the nights of April 30th inched and the native leaders with
to May 6th, the stu dents of As- whom they had to deal - Bugansumption were invited to attend da's King Mutesa, the Khedive
radio station WNEB's broadcast Ishm.ail of Egypt, the Khalifa Abof the rosary. Transportation will dullah, and the incredible Moslem
be provided for six boys per eve- tyrant, the Mahdi.
The White Nile is an engrossing
ning. On the night of May 6th,
the rosary will be said with Bish- book. on an engrossing subject,
op Flanagan at his residence on and it sheds new light, in its own
way, on the convulsive changes, so
High Ridge Road.
The practice of saying the r os- ominous for the future, which are
ary on WNEB has been going on now taking place in Africa.
for five years.
by Roger Misiewicz

Rosary Recited
On WNEB
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Friends of Assumption
Hold Annual Bean Supper

BRUNELLE NAMED
ASSISTANT DEAN
OF STU DENTS
At the beginning of the school
year a new position at Assumption Prep needed filling. This position was that of Assistant Dean
of Students. Mr. Edmond Brunelle
was chosen for the job.
Mr. Brunelle is now an influential person in all matters concerning student disciJJline, deportment,
and behavior. He has considerably
lightened the bu:rden of the Dean
by handling most of the paper
:work such as marks and attendance records. He has also a voice
in many of the new norms, systems, and improvements relating
to the office of Student Affairs.
Mr. Brunelle was born on
March 27, 1935 in Worcester and
attended Assumption Prep.
In 1953, his senior year at the
Prep, he was named monitor by
the Dean of Students. This was
the firs t time in, the history of
A .P.S. that a high school student
was named to this position. After
graduating, he attended Assumption College where he majored in
philosophy.
He was employed at Riley
Stoker Company here in the city

On April 8 of this year, the ulty was extremely pleased with
lay-faculty of Assumption Prep the attendance at this yearly
sponsore d 1·ts annual Ham and ga th ering.
Bean Supper.
The program began at the first
sitting at 6:00 o'clock. Activities
in the refectory lasted until 8 :00
o'clock, at which time the band
provided good entertainment and
dancing music.

The drawing of the door prizes
was at 9 o'clock. Mrs. Boissonneault did the honors. The big
winner of the $200 prize was
Louis Mondor Jr. He is currently
a senior at the Prep. He plans to
use this money when in Europe
this summer.

We congratulate the lay-faculty
The supper this year was, as it for their big success and wish
has always been in the past, a them as much at this year's chicktremendous success. The lay-fac- en barbecue.
prior to his employment here a t " " • i > - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - -- -- t he Prep. Mr. Brunelle is very
satisfied with his position here
and does everything possible to
better the interests of the students.
" And don't you forget it."
" Reading serves for delight, for nor the experience of othe s We at the Heritage feel that we ornament, for ability - the crafty these are the fools."
-SCANNELL
are privileged to have such a man contemn it; the simple admire it;
-CHESTERFIELD " You know?"
K. LOISELLE
working with us and advising us. the wise use it."
-BACON "A word to the wise is sufficient." " Who's going
down
fo.r
coffee?"
We are equally sure you, the stu"you may glean knowledge by
-J. CONTE
-H. POTIER
dents, feel the same way. We
reading, but you must separate the
"How 'bout that!"
wish him the best of luck in the
" Prenez une feuille de papier et
chaff from the wheat by thinking."
years to come wherever he may
-G. GAUCHER un stylo."
-FR. YVON
-OSBORN
be.
"The study of mathematics is LaFARGE (continued)
of all. This idea of unity of common spirit is the main goal, and
like climbing a steep and craggy
Although there are many far if this notion is not brought out,
mountain; when once you reach
reaching possibilities, th'ere are
On J une 3, 1961, the lay faculty
It will be catered by the B&J the top, its fally recompenses your also pitfalls. We are now follow- the Peace Corps will go for
of Assumption Prep ;will present Bar-B -Que Company from Chelms- trouble by opening a fine, clear, ing a path of exaggerated individ- nought.
a chicken barbecue on the school ford. It is planned to start at and extensive prospect."
We, as Catholics especially,
_-TYRON EDWARDS ualism, but the Peace Corps volungrounds. In ·case of bad weather, 4 :00 p.m. and continue into the
teers must get the idea across Father LaFarge continued, inherit
it will be held in the gymnasium. early evening. The food will be "Leisure is a beautiful garment, that they are not doing the work
a spirit of deep responsibility to
There will be a wheel of fortune, served from 5:00 to 8:00 p .m. but it will not do for constant for their own good, or even for
the ;world. The P,eace Corps will
a stuffed animal table, ring toss o'clock; the price of tickets is wear."
-ANONYMOUS the good of the underdeveloped
open new dimensions of charity,
game, candy table, and many oth- $2.00 for adults and $1.25 for "Learning passes for wisdom countries, but for the good of a
and all charity sprfngs from the
er games at which many valuable children. There will be dancing among those who want both."
united world and the common good heart of the Savior.
and expensive gifts will be given after the dinner.
-SIR w. TEMPLE
chapel and the swimming pool. part, recorded. The newly-formed
away.
"There are three classes of peoFather Ward also stated, "See- ple in the world. The first learn Should inclement weather occur, Junior Band, however, will grace
Father Ward, chairman of this
function, said, "The purpose of ing the effort of the lay faculty from their own experience - these it will be held in the gym.
the evening with a few of its
the barbecue aims at the building to help students, it is the sincere are the wise; · the seco;id learn
numbers.
The Juniors, who are staging
of a scholarship fund to be given hope that all the students will do from the experience of others The guests will come from area
the dance, have decided to change
their
part
in
advertising
for
this
to outstanding students who either
these are happy; the third neither the theme and decor of the dance. schools. The girls from Notre
wish to come to the Prep or go on barbecue. If more people come, learn from their own experience
Dame and Venerini Academies
This year's theme will be "In the
more scholarships can be given."
and St. Mary's and Holy Name
to college."
Still of the Night" and the decor
High Schools have been invited.
is something special, as yet undisIn the summer of 1960, it was JUNIORS TO GIVE
So, all in all, it looks as if this
closed.
decided that the abandoned build- DANCE IN MAY
year's May Dance, like all the
ing would be just what the activiThe music will be, for the most others, will be a success.
In the spring, a young Asties needed. An overhaul of the
sumption man's fancy lightly turns
Bailly Hall, as it stands today, building prepared it for use.
PROM (continued)
was set up to fill a pressing need.
As for the future, the set-up to thoughts of the May Dance.
charleston's
took precedence, and
The annual apex of the social
"The activities at the Prep have will be slightly changed. Discipline
been long crying for . elbow room will be tightened; and the Smok- season at Assumption will be held the Club didn't stop jumping unand permanent quarters.
ing· Lounge, the center of attrac- this year on May 27th. Weather til the soft strains of the long- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C • • ) tion, will be moved downstairs out permitting, it wi)l be held outside, awaited but much-hated last dance
on the pavement in between the filled the room at midnight.
of way of others.
After the dancing had stopped,
On Wednesday, April 17, Mister
the lights came up and waitresses
began to scurry around with place Powers presented the movie Hammats and silverware in prepara- let to the student body. About 150
The Assumption Prep Glee Club Men. The climax of both concerts tion for the meal. When the food students gathered in the gymnaand the Glee Club of Notre Dame came when the combined groups finally arrived it was in three sium to see Lawrence Olivier as
Academy, under the guidance of sang Rogers and Hammerstein's courses, all served separately. Hamlet, which many people conOklahoma and they "brought down (Father Philip was jotting down sider to be his best Shakespearean
Father Noel Collette, A .A., and the house."
role. The audience followed the
the technique.)
Sister Mary-Patrice, S.N.D., after
The first course was a fruit cup movie intently. The movie was
The concert presented at the
three concerts, have given students Prep on Parents' Day, March 19th, which was followed closely by a close to three hours long, startof both schools something of was a much improved repetition salad bowl. Finally, the main ing at 7:30 and ending a few minwhich to be justly proud. The of those held at Notre Dame. The course arrived. It was made up of utes after 10 :00.
first two concerts, held in the audi- choristers having had time to iron a delicious slice of hot roast beef
smothered in brown gravy and the Club was quickly deserted.
torium of Notre Dame Academy out the flaws that were apparent
ACROSS
After the Prom, most couples
in the previous concerts, made an surrounded by mashed potatoes
on March 8th and 9th, were defi- excellent impression on the capa- and peas.
l. Unrefined
began the long ( or short, as the
nite successes. Mozart's Ave Ver- city audience of parents and
Guests of the Senior Class were case may be) ride home. But some
6. Section of a circle
•
um, the first number oii"tne pro- friends assembled in the gymna- Father Philip Bonvouloir, Dean of of the more hardy ones went look8. Greek letter
10. Boy's nickname
gram, was devoutly sung by the sium. Despite a few flaws most Students; Father Noel Collette; ing for further adventure. Some
11. Mine worker
handsomely attired combined group. notably apparent in Oklahoma Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bibaud; Mr. even went bowling.
12. Direction
In this, as in other selections in- and Strange Music the concert was Richard Olson; Mr. and Mrs.
Besides being an all too brief
13. Indefinite article
volving a slow tempo, (Sibelius' a huge success. In fact, an agent Emile Trahan; and Mr. Ronald evening of fun, food, .and folly,
15. Eraser (French)
this year's Prom also accomplished
Dear Land of Home, Russel of a well-known Boston recording Goba.
The Prom, which was truly a something rare - it set a prece17. Poet
Knight's Hall of Ivy) richness of company has asked Father Noel
sound was lost and phrase endings if the combined group would care "Moment to Remember," was the dent. This year, for the first time
DOWN
evaporated. Yet, in the more lively to make a record. Father Noel ac- culmination· of many weeks of in quite a few years, the Prom
2. Egyptian Sun God
and big-toned selections such as cepted the offer, and the recording hard work and planning for the was held at a location other than
3. Radioactive ma terial
Steele's America Our Heritage, sessions are scheduled to begin executive Prom committee consist- the Assumption Prep gymnasium.
4. Direct Current ( a bbr.)
ing of Alec Belisle, '61, general The !TAM Club was rented for
and Loesser's Wonderful Copen- soon at Notre Dame lAcademy.
5. Postpaid (abbr.)
chairman; Robert Gray, Jr., '61; the incredibly low price of seventy
hagen, the group "loosened up"
Due to their achievement, and Garreth Lynch, '61; Kenneth Moy- dollars - a small sum to pay for
7. Classified ········--·-··-···?
and came forth with stirring 1·e9. Pest
in
recognition of the time and ef- nihan, '62; Paul Murphy, '61; and the elimination of the problem of
sults.
10. Leng th of time
fort that was required to attain Peter S.h aughnessy, '61.
decorating the gym.
12. Unite d Kingdo~ (abbr.)
Our own choristers did extreme- their success, the Heritage wishes
The evening's activities ended
The whole affair seemed to have
14. Negative answ er
ly well singing their lively selec- to extend a "Well done" to the at the ITAM Club around one gone over very successfully. Only
15. Deport
tions, Brothers Sing On, Seventy- Glee Club and to their enterpris- o'clock. Once the traffic jam in time will tell if any of the pro16. Personal pronou n
Six Trombones, and Stout Hear.led ing Director, Father Noel.
the parking lot had been cleared, cedures went awry.

WORDS FROM THE WISE

Chicken Barbecue Planned By Faculty
1

Bailly Hall: Past,
Present, and Future

POWERS
PRESENTS
HAMLET

GLEE CLUBS GIVE CONCERTS
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~~:ili~m~e~!,~~~!n, ~~~'~ MONK'
NETMEN
READY
FOR FULL SLA.TE

of its co-captains, Emile Routhier
and Roland Laroche, and encouraged by the return of several veterans this year's track team looks
forw;rd to another fine season.
With eight meets slated for the
season, the Prep should again
meet tough competition from their
opponents. This year's schedule
includes the New England Catholic Meet an event in which the
Monks will do battle with some
very talented opponents. In the
words of Coach Dubuque, the team
appears to be very well balanced,
due largely to the fact that, for
the first time, the Monks will
boast an ample supply of talent in
the high jump. In that event we
have Ronald Ferris, improved
since last year, along with Rene
Bonneau and Bill Aubuchon. The
Prep ';will no longer be counted
out of this event.

Again this year the two captains will be leading the assault
in the broad jump area. Captains
Laroche and Routhier can always
be counted on to levy the point
total through their performance in
this event.
The 100 and 220 yard dash competition will be entrusted to Laroche, Routhier, and Victor Mulaire. The Prep has always boasted
strong sprinters and the outlook
foJ.1 this year seems to be the
same.
Co-captain Laroche should again
lead the Prep competition in the
440. He is expected, however, to
be pursued constantly by returnees Maurice Boisvert and John
Offredi, two juniors seeking to
help the team in this event.

and Robert Pellerin.
.
The Monks should agam be
strong in the mile this year, although graduation incurred quite
a blow in this event. The appearance., ho;wever, of Ronald Bosse,
"Butch" Cormier and Henry St.
Maurice is gratifying. "Doc" Devost, having looked very good in
recent performances, is expected
to provide strong competition for
laurels in the mile.
Next, we turn to the field sports
competition. Les Dicicco, _long a
standout for the Monks in the
shotput and discuss areas, will aid
Coach Dubuque in the development of future Prep strongmen
during this campaign. In this area
we have seniors Andy Popoli,
Howie Gilmore, and Bruce Maillet, among others who are expected to be the major point gainers. Also included as possibilities
in these events are Bill Buehner,
Gary Mater, Joe Potvin, Roger
Roy, Tim Dimellio, and Denis
Dargis.
That's the team. Let's all get
behind them one hundred percent
and help them toward a victorious
season.

ACTIVITIES {continued)

ish people and their customs.
Our guide to the world of Spanish is the most capable Father
Joseph. Fr. Joe instills in all of
the members of the club an interest to know the Spanish in all aspects.
The course is not in the least
dull thanks to Fr. Joe; neither do
we have reason to fear going to
classes (2 classes a week), for
their are no quizzes, no tasks, and
Stan Stadnicki is expected to no marks to worry about; an ideal
lead in the field of l}alf-milers. course as you can readily see.
Mr. Stadnicki, seen as "greatly
A.R.T.S.
improved" by Coach Dubuque,
The Assumption Reading and
should figure significantly in the
Monk's showing in tliis event as Theatre Society, otherwise known
he did last year. Also in this as A.R.T.S., with its performance
event are many prospects, includ- of In the Zone, closes out one of
ing Tom Carey, George Leonard, its most successful seasons · since
its inception. The year included
shadow-box interpretations of Poe
for the annual Halloween party,
a cooperative production of The
Diary of Anne Frank starring
Baseball
Venerini girls in the feminine
roles, a reading and pantomime of
MAY
The Other Wise M<in at the annual
H
3 South
H Christmas party, and, to climax
6 Sacred Heart
the year, a victory at Stoneham in
A
7 St. Peter's
the Massachusetts High School
A
10 St. Mary's
Drama Guild Regional Festival
H and a chance to perform in the
I I Classical
H state festival in the John Hancock
14 St. Peter's
Hall, in Boston the show,
A
17 Classical
O'Neill's In the Zofe,
H
20 Holy Nam,e
The club also hosted two of the
A
24 Trade
leads from the itinerant acting
A
group, Players Incorporated, and
28 St. John's
H laid plans for awarding pins to re31 St. Mary's
tiring senior members. To round
JUNE
out its season, A.R.T.S. gave its
A
4 St. Stephen's
prize-winning show as a part of
the Prep's first annual Activity
Track
Night.
Glee Club
MAY
The Prep Glee Club, under the
3 Marlboro
A
direction of Father Noel J.
6 Marianapolis
A expert
Collette, A.A., has, after weeks of
IO South-Classical
A practice, come through with flying
14 N. E. Catholic
A colors.
17 North-Commerce A
The Club is comprised of 45 boys
and divided into four groups, First
20 Lunenburg
A
Tenors, Second Tenors, Baritones
24 Prouty
A and
Basses. This year, the Club
31 Bartlett
A has been
privileged to have Fr.
Joseph-Robert Fredette, A.A., Fr.
Tennis
George Charland, A.A., Brother
MAY
Roger Chagnon, A.A., and Mr.
H Roger Bourdeau lend support with
3 North
H their experienced voices. This
6 La Salle
H group, meeting r gularly each
I I Classical
Monday and Friday at 5 p.m.,
A
13 Fitchburg
have tackled such difficult selecH tions as Oklahoma, Seventy-Six
17 Commerce
A
20 La Salle
Trombones, and Strange Music,
H with extremely favorable results.
24 South

Spring Schedules

New League

The Assumption Prep tennis
team is off to a new season under
a new mentor. He is Mr. Emile
Trahan, fol'mer Prep graduate and
athlete. He has taken over immediately and has gathered together
a group of boys who have tremendous potential but lack development. Coach Trahan stated that
with these boys he can form a well
rounded club by the time opening
day rolls around. He said that
many lettermen of last year will
be back to strengthen the squad.

This season the Monks will be
participating in the City net
league composed of North, South,
Commerce, and Classical High
Schools. This league will provide
keener competition since the city
schools are rated high. Finishing
off the schedule are two meets
against Fitchburg High. These
two meets will be a home and
home series.
Varsity and J.Y.

New Tradition

When he took over as coach of
the netmen, · Mr. Trahan vowed
that he would bring in a new tradition as far as tennis goes. He
stated that in a year or so, when
spring comes around, the students
will not only think of baseball and
track; but also of tennis. This is
proving to be very true since we

by the Monks work on fundamental
drills in preparation for regular
practice. He also held practice
during Easter vacation to tune-up
the boys for their pre-season scrimmages against Holy Cross and
Worcester Tech Frosh.

see many more students swinging
rackets every day.•
New Practice Sessions

In his new administration,
Coach Trahan has inaugurated a
new type of practice session where-

The varsity squad, captained by
Senior Jed Guertin, will be made
up of ten players. At least three
of these will be Junior returnees
from last year's undefeated club,
namely Norm Tremblay, Rolly
Carrigan, and Randy Lanciault.
Mr. Trahan also expects to have
intersquad J.V. competition, for
this year's J.V.'s will be next
year's varsity.

MONKS DO WELL IN RACE COACH
For the first time in the history
of the Prep, the Monks were represented in the annual VFW Modified Marathon from Oxford, Mass.,
to Webster, Mass., a distance of
5.4 miles. The gruelling course
which included a few tough hills
and some long str~ightaways, was
covered swiftly by the Monks, considering they had never seen the
course before.

GOSA STARTS

SPRING PRACTICE

Dee Shines

For the first time in the Prep's
Billy Dee, a freshman, was the history, the "Grid Monks" held a
first Monk to cross the finish line. spring practice this year, under
He finished the course in 32 :23, the capable direction of Coach
which has in the past been win- Goba and his staff.
ning time, but since the competiDuring their week's session, the
tion was so great it only landed
him 11th place. He was followed coaches stressed the basic fundaby Denis Gosselin who finished 15 mentals of -the "grid" sport. The
and Rollie Laroche who finished value of this out-of-season train17. A total of 14 Monks started ing should show its worth next fall
the grind and a total of 14 fin- when the "Monks" take on such
Tough Competitjon
ished. This is a great tribute to formidable new opponents as AuThe entrants in the race were the track coach who trained these burn, Trade, and Hudson Catholic
made up of New England cross harriers.
High Schools.
country runners, college students,
Physical Ed.
All in all, the Monks turned in
and high school students. The
competition was tremendous since a standout performance and alThis year's spring practice was
many of the contestants were the though there were not many Monk preceeded by several weeks of rigid
finest harriers the local arrays fans at the finish li:n,e the Prep- physical education classes under
sters all received a good hand from the leadership of Maurice Boiscould offer.
the local spectators. The Heritage vert, '62.
Sports Staff would like to congraNew Faces
REPORT (continued)
tulate these thinclads for a job
High School, Worcester, backed
Although
the
"Greendalers" will
well done.
my ideas, and due to the fact that
not be as large as in previous
the group ;was starving for the
Here is how they finished:
years, they will make up for this
dinner I was keeping them from,
lack of brawn by speed and unen1.
Bill
Dee
they passed the Tax in the room
cumbered agility, due to the new
2. Denny Gosselin
and adjourned, hoping to defeat
drills initiated this year. By the
3. Rollie Laroche
i,t on the House floor.
time the first game rolls around
4. Ron Bosse
The afternoon began with the
next fall there will be several new
5.
"Butch"
Cormier
passage of the Motor Boat License
faces in the starting line-up. Ac6. Tom Carey
Bill and the defe.a t of the MTA
cording to Coach Goba, "There are
7. "Moe" Boisvert
expansion petition. Both votes exeleven
positions up for grabs!"
8. John Offredi
pressed my personal views on the
9. Bob Pellerin
Sophomore Coaches
two.
10. "Roots" Routhier
Then the trouble began.
Besides Coach Goba, returning
11. George Leonard
I stood and ·was recognized to
for their second year on the Monks
12.
Vic
Mulaire
take the floor a,fter listening to a
coaching staff will be backfield
13. "Saint" St. Pierre
delegate from West Roxbury chascoach, Peter Goodfield, and the
14.
Tom
Ezzy
tise the .bill and its intricacies up
present baseball coach, Robert
and down in an incoherent, blusFlagg. The staff's year's experitering denouncement.
ence in working together should
Standing behind the dual micro- represent Assumption Preparagreatly benefit the team.
phones, I looked out over the sem- tory School in Worcester. Let it
blage and shivered. If I backed be clear to all of you listening
the bill, they would turn hostile that I have no desire to anger or
towards me and vice versa, I overwhelm any of my opponents
thought. Then I kicked-off.
by those things which I am no;w
At the assembly on April 11,
"My name is Garry Lynch, I going to present to you. I beg Mister Bibaud, Director of Athyou only to hear me with an open letics, and Kevin Sullivan, CYC
mind. I am in favor of a grad- physical chairman, awarded trouated income tax. Why? Because phies and plaques to the winners
this tax affords the well-to-do citi- of the One and Two Gun Tourneys
zen of Massachusetts, who is liv- and the intramural flag football
Articles of any nature neces- ing in Mass.a chusetts, who is games. The winners in the One
sary for interscholastic or in- working in Massachusetts, who is Gun Tourney were as follows:
tramural competition may be living on Massachusetts' money, Charles Malkemus, senior; Edward
with the opportunity to put the
obtained from the Sports Store most money back into the front of Rowsey, junior; Paul Miles, sophomore; and John Dowd, a fresh(rear of gym).
humanity from whence it comes. man. The winners in the Two
We have an abundant supGun Tourney were as follows:
"The low man on the totem pole
ply of supporters, socks, foot- is also aided by this tax in that Andrew Popoli and Pete Burgess,
ball and basketball shoes, he pays only a nominal part of seniors; Donald Simard and Victor
Mulaire, juniors; Pete Vileisis and
his income.''
gloves, balls, etc.
Edward Tivnan, sophomores; and
ANYTHING can be obtained This bill iWas defeated by one William Terrio and Charles GaSee WINNERS, page 6
vote, 106-105.
in one day.

Monks Honored

BUY!
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SPORTS EDITORIAL
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There are enough sports activities this spring to keep everyone
at school busy. The baseball players have their ;work cut out for
them with a stiff schedule to follow. The tennis team is organized
this year and will probably start
drawing the attention of the student body. The track team looks
as if it will have a successful season; coach Dubuque has had the
fellows tromping up and down
Burncoat and West Boylston
Streets consistently.
All thes~ sports will be a total
flop if they are not backed up by
the
students. Supporting the
teams means more than just attending the games. We should ackowledge the players by urging
them on before the games and
congratulating them after the
games. Let them know ;we're backing them up all the way. APS

Brother Paul-Maurice
Monks' Athletic
Trainer
Brother Paul-Maurice Gosselin,
A.A., added another demanding
task to his already busy schedule
this year when, in September of
1960, he became the Monk's first
athletic trainer. He has assumed
this duty in addition to being Secretary of Student Affairs and monitor of the freshman study and
the freshman dorm.
Bro. Paul is characterized by
the personal interest he takes in
each Prep athlete. He devotes a
great deal of time to keeping the
Monks in top physical condition.
One very rarely enters the coach's
r om without finding Bro. Paul at
work taping up one of our boys
for a practice session or a game.
In this capacity he has greatly
aided Mr. Bibaud and the other
coaches by removing from them
the chore of having to tape their
players, a practice which was employed constantly during the year;
especially during the football season.
A coach no longer has to stop
practice to give special attention
to an injured athlete, for he knows
that a fellow is in good hands if
he is cared for by Bro. Paul. Our
trainer is constantly at work trying to improve his knowledge of
first aid by reading and by study.

students are known around the
city to have a lot of spirit. We
show our spirit at basketball
games more than any place else
because we have the best team in
the city. It's great to cheer for a
winning team, but the true spirit
shows when we cheer for a team
that has had a couple of bad
breaks. There are three spring
sports; this means that all the
students will have to participate
in backing up the teams.
There is a good intramural program this spring. It is going to
fizzle out if all the available students don't back it up and take
part in the activities. A great
spirit of competition can be developed among the te.a ms and in
the tournaments coming up. In
the past the intramural activities.
haven't been as good as they
could have been.
There is a passivity of the student body in intramural sports.
Everybody ;wants to w.a tch rather
than join in. Too many students
are glued to the pool tables ,. and
coke machines. There is another
cause of the lack of participation
in the intramurals. Too many externs have the idea that school
ends at four o'clock. They don't
realize that these activities make
school a lot easier to take.

MONKS TAKE SACRED HEART
IN OPENINGDAY GAME, 8-7
.

1

Monahan threw a spark into the
fire with a two-run base-loaded
single. Sacred Heart's Geraldi then
loaded the bases by giving up a
walk to starting pitcher Bob Kenney. The next man to face Geraldi
was strong hitting Ernie Charland, who drove in three runs with
Come From Behind
his double to center field, putting
Trailing 4-0, the Greendalers the Monks ahead, five to four. Bestaged a five-run fifth inning. Jim fore the gam€ ended, the Prep got
Monahan Standout In Relief

The "Monk" baseball season
opened on a happy note with a
neat 8-7 victory over a tough Sacred Heart team. Jim Monahan
was the hero of the day for Assumption, turing in a fine relief
job on the mound.

reau, freshmen. The winning classes in the flag football intramurals
were Senior A, Senior Division,
and Sophomore B, Junior Division. Each member of both teams
was awarded a plaque.
Mr. Sullivan also expressed
hopes of starting intramural com-

Starve Off Rally

A ninth inning rally by the
"Hearts" was quickly stopped by
Monahan. Jimmy came in with
the bases loaded and one out. After
walking the first batter, forcing in
a run, Jim calmly picked off the
third base runner for the second
out and struck out the batter, ending the game.
•
BOX SCORE

ASSUMPTION
SACRED HEART

000 05 I 200-8
220 002 001-7

E - Monahan, Paharik. PO-A - Assumption
9-27; Sacred Heart 7-27. LOB-Assumption 8;
Sacred Heart 11.
2b Pike Gorman, Mellino Girardi. SB
Monahan.
IP
H R ER BB SO
Kenney (W)
8 1-3 9 7 6 6 7
Monahan
I
2-3 0 0 0 0
Girardi
6 1-3 4 5 4 3 15
Konopka (L)
22-3 2 3 3 2 1

REVISED STAFF TO LEAD SQUAD

Coaching Ability

Ten years as a coach seems like
a long time. We all know how
much we learn in school in ten
years (most of us). It is the same

way in coaching. In a decade, a
coach knows how to handle his ball
club, and knows what to do when
situations arise which face the
whole team or a certain individual.
Ten years of gathe1·ing this kind
of knowledge and understanding is
more than any team could ask for.
Our Coach's Ideals

As a coach, Mr. Flagg tries to
make coaching enjoyable; a pleasure more than a task. To him, and
this is most important, a coach
should try to bring out the best
in a ball player both physically
and emotionally; as a coach, he

petition in outdoor basketball and fy the avid Monk basketball envolleyball to be played late in the thusiasts. The league comprises
year.
two divisions, Senior and Junior,
with a large number of colorful
arrays in each loop.

Monks Hit Clay Courts
If people wonder why we have
such good basketball teams here at
the Prep., they can find the answer up on the basketball courts
any spring afternoon from 4:00
to 6 :00. At this time the clay
courts are hopping with the sounds

three more runs, one in the sixth
and two in the seventh.

ASSUMPTION
SACRED HEART
ab r h bi
ab r h bi
4 I 00
Richards 2b
Volpe ss
5 I I 0
Monahan ss-p 4 2 I 2
S'siante cf
4 I I I
Kenney_p-rf
3 2 2 0
Kamyck 3b
4 0 0 0
3 0 I 2
Charland cf
Bellino lb
4 2 I 0
Avis lb
3 0 0 I
Gorman c
4 0 2 I
·
4
I
I
I
K'pka lf-p
4 0 0 0
P'ri~ rf-ss
4 I 0 0
O'Connor rf 2 I 0 I
Tivnan c
St. Pierre 3b 5 I I I
Pike 3b
4 2 I 0
Tremblay If
5 0 0 0
G'di p-lf
4 0 3 I
Totals
35 7 9 4
Totals
36 8 6 7
HbP-By Markey (Conver), Hiller (Wood),
Balk-Baroud, U-Kelly, Gleason .

Our spiked Monks will be led by
a new mentor this year: Coach
"Bro. Paul's becoming trainer,"
Robert Flagg. We have all seen
in the words of our athletic direc- him around the school, but not
tor, "has worked out very well for many of us know his background.
us. He is greatly interested in his
Experience Counts
work and has proven to be a valuable addition to the athletic deCoach Flagg has been a baseball
partment." Certainly, we all owe a coach for almost ten years now.
vote of thanks to Bro. Paul for These many years of coaching
the great work he has done.
have been distributed at both Rutland High and W achusett High.
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of bouncing balls and swishing
nets.

Teams

Each team in this league has
chosen for its name one used in
This year the competition is the pro ranks. This adds to the
even greater than ever, since the color and interest of the league.
Athletic Dept. has organized an
During this campaign, the A.D.
outdoor basketball league to satisexpects good participation in this
loop. So far the loop has been
pretty successful except for one
or two rained out tilts. Success
now, will mean a great deal as fa1·
as next year's activities go. Let's
get behind this league and back it
all the way.
New Set-up

TO THE STUDENT BODY:
Anyone interested in writing
sports for the Heritage is welcome
to join the staff of '61-'62. We
will be happy to give you assignments in the field of your choice.
Also, anyone interested in sending a letter to the sports editor
may do so at any time during the
year. The staff hopes that this request will enthuse some of you to
come and pitch in. The success of
the paper depends on the students.

tries to make himself part of the
team and put all his know-how
about the sport and reap what
they ' have to offer.
Our Ball Club's Ideals

A ball club should "shoot for
the top, win if they can (and they
must) and lose if they have to."
With desire and ability, we can
stay with anyone. Each game is
important and should be played
as best as possible when it comes.
Our Team Now

Thus far, player for player, we
won't have to take a back seat to
anyone because of our ability. We
have a good number of holdover
juniors and seniors and some
freshmen and sophomores of whom
we will be proud. Right now we
have the stuff to make a good ball
club.
Let's All Back Our SPIKED
MONKS.

Award Night
For Winter Sports
On Wednesday evening, April
26, the winter sports athletes
were honored by the student body
at the annual Sports A wards
Night.
Bob Kenney, receiving the most
valuable player award, the best
foul shooter trophy, and an AllCity plaque, topped the field of
Prep tl'ophy and letter winners.
Our other tri-captains, Jim ·Monahan and "Mike" Malkemus, also
received individual recognition for
the great part they played in leading the "Monks" to championship
fame.
Norm Tremblay, the hoopsters'
hard-working manager, ;was presented a special award for his
outstanding service to the team.
Rollie Laroche, our outstanding
goalie, was picked as ~he hockey
team's most valuable player.
Joe Petty of WTAG, whose talk
was well-thought-of by all present, received a scroll for his outstanding work covering schoolboy
athletics.
Holy Cross star Jack Foley,
class of '58, narrated films of the
recent Holy Cross-Providence College tilt in the National Invitational Tourney.
Father Oliver presented the basketball team with jackets.

